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In this paper we study two methods for finding confidence limits for the
simple median. One method is the new parame1ic procedure based on the
sign test, and the other is derived in the paper. The tv methods are















Recentlythere has been a great deal of interestin robustestimators
oflocation and regression paraneters. Many of the better estimators are
not reallysuitablefor hand calculation (see Andrewsetal. (1972)); the
sample median, hever, is a reasonable estimator of location that is
readily computed by hand. Once a point estimate hasbeencomputed, it is
natur1 to seek confidence limits for the estimate; the purpose of this
paperisto examine twoalternativemethods for setting robust confidence
intervals for the sample median.
II. The Procedures
The first procedure we will examine is the nonparamEtric procedure
based on the sign test. This is a well )<na.n procedure, described in many
places(e.g. Thompson (1936), Scheffe (1943), Noether (1949), Dixon (1953),
Fraser (1957)). LetX1,. ..,X
denote the order statistics of the sample and
the sample median. The nonparanetric confidence interval of level x for X
is (XrX r+l' where r is chosensothat the probability of fewer than r
successes in a binomial with paraneters (,n) is less thanorequal to
Nair (1940) andMcKinnon(1964) havetabled r asa function of n for the 5%
and1%levels. It turnsoutthat for the 5% level rl until n:9, and for the
1% level r=l until nl2. Thus the nonparanetric procedi.z'e cannot be considered
robustfor n less than 9 or12 (since gross erors mayaffectthe lengthof
theinterval violently for small n). Incidentally, it is worth noting that
the fonm.ilas based on the norma]. approximation to the binaiiial, r =. - vci for
the 5% interval, and—2—
r -1.3vforthe 1% interval(wherer i roundedtothe closest
integer) (see Nair-l940) work well for n >10(they are conservative)
andcan safelybe used if tables are not available.
Thesecond procedure we shall examine is robust for n > 5.Let r'£a.Put










Therandom quantity MS is sorrtimes called the interquardle range, or the
rnidspread (ftkey-l970). We define our confidence interval by
(X—t'(c,n)MS,X+t'(ct, n) MS), (1)
where t G ,n) ischosen to achieve the desired level. In other words, we
mimicstudent's interval, but with robust estimates of scale and location.
This interval has been studied in the past: Rirnbaurn (1°70) derived distri-
bution free bounds for t'(c,n), which are unfortunately far too conservative;
]avid and Johnson (1956) studied this interval when sampling fraTL a nonrial
distribution; and Weisberg (1973) studied generalizations of thic interval.
There are two main problems with this interval: 1) clearly t'(c,n) will vary
from distribution to distribution. In other words a single—3—
set of t(c,n) values will not insure c level intervals for all
distributions. To sie extent Student's interval has the same prcblern
although is widely used. 2) For any specific population, how do we
determinet"(cL,n)? The exact determination of t(c,n) involves a 3 dimensional
integral, which can pose severe numerical difficulties. Both problems canbe
side-steppedsimultaneously by choosing t'(c,n)sothatlevelc is approximately
achieved at the Gaussian distribution. Since the median is relatively more
efficient in non-Gaussian situations, we would hope that this method will insure
a conservative interval As a first step toward approximating t ( a ,n), we iore
nanduseasymptotictheory.
III. Asymptotic Theory
Let N( ,a2) denote the nor'ir2L law with mean p and variance 2 Let F ()
denotethe cdf of the synuitric distribution from which we are sampling, and
let F'() =f(.).Then it is easily shan (Craner-1946) that
1 /n X +N(0, [2fO)T2 (2)
By sy1Turtry and the law of large nuirers, we also have
p -l MS-2F(.75)
It follows at once that
__ 1 +NO, 2
[Lif(O)F(.75)]
If denotes the .percentagepoint of the nornal distribution, thissuggests
that we cancalibrateourinterval for the normal distribution by taking
t'(ct,n) =Z———— Z.9Li (14)
a(0)(.75)—4—
Thefactor.94 is sufficiently closeto 1 thatwecandiscard it,
sowe suggest the approximation
t'(c,n)t(c,n), (5)
wheret(c ,n) denotes the -percentagepoint of Student s t distribution on
n degrees of freedom.
In order to compare the -two intervals, we shall consider v (expected length).
for the interval (1) this is
-4t(c,n) E Xr (6)
2
where r2ff-roundedto the nearest integer. (To avoid trivial complica-
tions,we will avoid the case when
-- [-] .5).
Forthe nonparametric interval, /Fi(expectedlength) is •
—2VEX , (7)
z
wherer1 is tabled, and approximately r1 -
Clearlythe asymptotic length of interval (1) is
4 Z F1 (.75), (8)
and it's asymptotic level is
1- 2 (Z 4 F(.75) f(O) ) (9)
It is instiuctive to compute the asymptotic length of the nonparanEtric
interval. We want to determine
z I Z n ct Il l
him-2 F' =him2v F1
fl403 —fl
n,—5—
ExpandingF'ina Taylor seriesabout 4andusing the relation
.F(p) —— — , wefind, assumingsmoothnessand syimTetry, p f(F (p))
—l 1 — 1 h3f" (0) h5 10 If" (0)12 _________ F —— ) Urf(0)f [f(0)]' If(0)]°
+... (10)
Hence2 21 1 +O() 2 fl
and
urn 2 r1(1+ 1 ___ (11)
fl4c0
Variationsof ezpression (11) are well kncn, and by canparing(11) with
(2),weseethatthe nonparametrd,c interval isasymptoticallythe shortest
possiblect level intervalfor the median, since asymptotically the optimal
1__ levelinterval must have length 2 Z2() f(0) .Theasyntotic efficiency
of interval (1) relative to the nonparametric interval is given by
ZF1 (.75)
z— —— L f(0)F' (.75) (12)
ffOT
(from(8) and(11)).
Expressions(12) and(9)sh that the interval (1) will in fact be conservative
(at least asymptotically) so longas itis asymptotically inefficient with
respecttothe nonparametricinterval.To examine thisfurther,we approxiiite—6—
Weevaluate (12) for various distributions:
%AsymptoticInefficiency of Interval ( 1) to Noparanetric
Nonnal Cauch Double Ex2onential
8 27
Ne'c we consider the contaminated normal distribution, where we have
F(x) (l—p) (x) +p
CJ)(.)(0p
Theequation
(l-p) (x) +p(.) = .75is easily solved by Newton's methodand leads
tothe inefficiencies given in TableI.
These results suggest that in moderate contamination with fat tails, the interval
(1) is probablyconservativeandnot very inefficient asymptotically, although
for a large contamination fraction it may become very inefficient. (p.25,
k.01 is equivalent to p .75,k 100, fran the definition of the contaminated
normal).
IV. Some FiniteSample Results
Gross(1971) perfonid a Monte Carlo experiment for a wide variety of estimators.
Airpng other quantities, he estimated t(ct,n) for a =.05under various sampling
distributions. His results are given in Table II. David and Johnson (1956)
considered the statistic ,andfound approximations to the percentage points
of its distribution. From their results, we can derive the values of t'(cx,n)
for a =.05anda =.02undernormality. These results are given in Table III,
together with the ratio of tto Student's t.
S—7—
TableI
% Inefficiency for Contaminated Normal
K: .01 .1 3 5 10 100
p:.01 112 16 8 8 8 8
.1 926 80 9 9 9 10
.25 1671 123 10 12 14 15
.5 90 35 15 22 35 91
TableII
t(ct,n) for ci. =.05
Distribution G S/14 S C 1OG/20 1OG/4 3S/4
10 2.19 2.10 1.911.76 — —
20 1.96 — — 1.65 — — —
40 1.88 1.82 — 1.54 1.88 1.73 1.78
1.82 — 1.54 —
Asymptoticvalues are frau (9).Gstands for normal, C Cauchy, S normal
divided by independent unifonu, S/4 a mixture of 25% S and 75%rionnal,3S/'tsane
as S/4 except that each observation from S is multiplied by 3, 1OG/20 exactly
1 observation in 20 frau G is multiplied by 10, lOG/Li. exactly 5 observations in
20 from G are multiplied by 10.-8-
TableIII
t'(c,n) for the Gaussian
5% 2%
t'(c,n) t/t t t/t
n11 2.066 .91.1.0 2.905 1.069
15 1.991 .934 2.618 1.006
19 1.953 .933 2.498 .984
23 1.928 .932 2.427 .971







1.821 .930 2.161 .930
Table IV
t(c,n) for the Gaussian
5% 1%
Crude Swindle t Crude Swindle t
n5 4.76 4.64 2.57 11.09 11.14 4.03
7 1.98 1.96 2.37 3.25 3.22 3.50
9 2.70 2.80 2.26 5.01 4.84 3.25
11 1.92 1.92 2.20 2.90 2.85 3.11
21 2.17 2.12 2.08 3.23 3.01 2.83
41 1.92 1.96 2.02 2.81 2.70 2.70
"Crude'refers to estimates based on the observed percentage points.—9—
Theresults presented in TableIIand IIIsuggest that usingt'(ct,n)
t(a ,n) is indeed a conservative procedure, for a.05 and n 10, but
TableII suggests that this need not hold for n <10or a =.01.To examine
this,I conducted a I'bnte Carlo experiirnt underthenorTnaldistributionfor
n5, 7, 9, 11, 21, 41(I used respectively 6000, 4000, 3000, 2000, 1000 and
700replications). Since the results are merelymeant to provide a crude
approximationto t(cx ,n), I will not describe the experimentindetail (It was
carriedout in the TROLL system using a Box-Mueller nonnal generator. A standard
variancereduction techniaue (stinEs referred to as "swindling't) wasemployed
(Holland 1975). The results are presented in Table IV, together with the relevant
t values. The irregular behavior as n increases is not due to sampling
error, but to the irregularities in the definition of MS. Eom Table IV we
see that the approximation t'( .05 ,n)t( .05 ,n) breaks down for n <10, and that
the approximation is never very good for a =.01.We propose the following
rules for t(a,n):
Fora.05: if n >10use Student's t. If n <10,use 7.5 —
fora.01: first, find t(.05,n). Then set
2 t(.05,n) if n <15 t(.01,n)=
1.5 t(.05,n) if n >15
Nai that we have approximate values of t'(a,n) even for small n, we examine
the lengths of the two intervals for small n. As already noted, the 5% non-
parametric interval is robust only for n >10,and the 1% only for n >12.Our
first results for the 5% intervals are again taken from Gross (1971). They are
presented in Table V.—10—.
TableV
Relative inefficiency of expected lengths of interval (1) to
the nonpararrtric interval [100 -1)
G SI'+ S C 1OG/201OG/L 3S/'4
n10 20 0 —18 —20 — — —
20 11 17 1L 17 15
40 9 l4 26
8 27
Asymptotic results are from (12). The symbols have the sane meaning as in
Table II.
.—11-
These results suggest that for nl0, the interval (1) may be superior in
fat-tailedsituations. To examine thisfurther,we turn to the contaminated normal
distribution. Gastwirth and Cohen (1970) have tabled expected values of order
statistics for son contaminated normal distributions. The results of Table VI
are dervied fran their table.—12—
TableVI
%inefficiency foz contaminated normal, K::3
p.Ol p.1
nl0 —9 13 —11 —l
11+ —16 25 —17 5
18 —1 13 —5 24
20 3 3
8 23 9 2'4
Average length of the nonparametric interval
p::.01 p.l
n::10 6.41 10.09 7.21 13.00
114 6.82 9.15 7.50 10.27
18 5.6'4 7.30 6.39 7.90
20 5.32 8.32 5.714 9.11
Average length of the interval (1)
p.Ol p::.1
n::10 5.88 11.78 6.41 12.81
14 5.75 11.53 6.114 12.39
18 5.62 8.42 6.05 9.08
20 5.62 6.05—13—
Again, we see that for small n and contaminated situations, the interval
(1) may be shorter than the nonparanEtric interval.
V. Exanle
As an example, we compute the two intervals for a specific set of data,
together with Student's interval. The data are differences in the weights of
matched pairs of rats undergoing a certain experiment, and were collected at
Harvard. Theorder statistic is —75, —54,—51, 0, 5, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22,
22,29, 38, 41 with n 15.
We find
X 15, MS22—0 =22,v3.87
The 5% level t value is 2.13 so the interval (1) becomes 1512=(3,27)
The nonparainetric interval is (0,22).
The samplemean is3.4 andthe sample standarddeviationis 33.7 so Student's
intervalis3.4 9 (-5.6,9.4). A normal plot shows thatthedata are
clearlynot a sample frananormal distribution, so inthiscase, either robust
interval ispreferableto Student'sinterval.
VI. Conclusion
It isnotnecessary to go to a great deal of trouble to get a robust
confidence interval with reasonable properties. For n >20,the nonparemetric
intervalbasedonr=- V,or r =- 1.31/n is verygood. For 10<n<20
either the nonparenrtric interval, or t(a,n)MSis reasonable. If .5<n<10,
the interval t(c,n)MSis plausible. A simple approximation to t (c,n) is:
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